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FOREWORD
P.M. Townhouses deliver luxurious, beach inspired living  

on the edge of the city. Connected to the world-class amenities 

of P.M., these exceptional homes offer both the privacy of a 

separate home and the convenience of unrivalled entertainment 

and leisure spaces provided throughout the development. 

Acclaimed architectural practice Elenberg Fraser  

has conceived a boutique collection of homes that offer  

a new level of sophisticated living in Port Melbourne.  

In each beautifully appointed townhouse, every detail has  

been carefully considered, from the warm colour palette  

and exquisite materials to the elegant textures and  

handcrafted, built-in joinery.

At the top of each Townhouse, a private rooftop deck  

designed by Jack Merlo, offers views towards the bay and 

spectacular spaces to entertain. Below are two levels of living  

with 3 bedrooms and a study. These feature intricate timber 

detailing and high ceilings in every room.

Positioned just 650m away from the beach, close to  

popular Bay Street restaurants, bars and cafés, and just  

12 minutes from the CBD, this is the perfect location for  

work and play. With easy access to beautiful parks and  

more than 20km of walking and cycling paths along  

the beach, this is bayside living at its finest.



P.M. Townhouses
Individual homes offer the privacy of separate 

dwellings while still being connected to P.M. 

Designed around a spectacular internal garden, 

P.M. offers an incredible range of amenity 

including two pools, restaurants, a rooftop bar, 

gym, health spa, business centre, luxury theatre, 

the services of a 24-hour concierge and 

abundant rooftop areas.

Artist impression of P.M. Townhouses



Structured elegance
Each P.M. Townhouse is designed as an  

individual home, with dramatic double height  

portals creating a unique, architectural rhythm.

Artist impression of P.M. Townhouses



Inspired living
The light-filled, open plan living rooms  

feature a lounge area and dining area  

with expansive floor to ceiling windows.  

The warm tones of the intricately detailed  

timber screen and a material palette  

inspired by the colours of the nearby  

beaches create a warm and inviting  

ambience in these light-filled spaces. Artist impression of a living room within P.M. Townhouses



Smart entrance
The townhouses are raised above 

street level with a gate, intricately 

detailed screens and lush planters.  

This ensures privacy and security.  

Once inside, an optional entrance  

nook provides a contemporary twist  

on traditional cloakrooms with spaces  

for keys, shoes and coats. 
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Chef’s kitchen
The kitchen has been designed to offer 

abundant storage, with lightly hued 

timber joinery integrated with the finest 

European appliances. A double fridge 

space, butler’s pantry and island bench 

add additional elements of luxury to 

this beautifully crafted space. Artist impression of a kitchen within P.M. Townhouses



Generous bedrooms feature 

sumptuous carpets underfoot.  

The master bedroom with its floor-

to-ceiling timber joinery connects 

to a luxurious ensuite with full 

height tiling, a free standing bath,  

a double basin and a bespoke 

feature mirror.Artist impression of a master bedroom within P.M. Townhouses



Sunset deck
The P.M. townhouses are all crowned 

with a private rooftop terrace offering 

views towards the bay and plenty of 

room for a barbeque, dining table 

and deckchairs as well as an upgrade 

spa option. With landscape design 

by Jack Merlo, these are spectacular 

spaces to socialise with friends or 

enjoy an intimate dinner or party 

on your own rooftop garden.

Artist impression of a rooftop within P.M. Townhouses



Important Notice: The plans specifications and materials in this document must be read and considered in conjunction with the disclaimer at the end of this document.

The Purchaser acknowledges that:
 (a)  the plans, specifications and materials for the Property and the Development (Material) have been produced prior to detailed design and construction work and is provided for presentation purposes and is to be used as a guide only;
 (b) the areas, dimensions, layout, features and views of the Property and the Development set out in the Material:
  a. are approximate only;
  b. are calculated in accordance with the Property Council Method of Measurement for Residential Property current at the date of these plans were produced;
  c. may differ from and may be larger or smaller than those deduced or scaled from Plans of Subdivision relating to the Development;
  d. may be altered or varied by the Vendor in accordance with the Contract of Sale;
 (c)  the Material may include or show finishes, fixtures, appliances and/or equipment which are not included in the base price for the Property and are optional extras that can be provided at an additional cost to the Purchaser;
 (d)  proposed title boundaries are depicted in Plans of Subdivision for the Development. When the Plans of Subdivision are registered, the actual title boundaries may differ from those shown in the unregistered Plans of Subdivision;
 (e)  proposed title boundaries depicted in Plans of Subdivision for the Development are defined based on internal faces of buildings or structures, where indicated, and may differ from any boundaries shown in other plans, specifications and materials. The Plans of Subdivision do not determine  

a title area or show the title area dimension and cannot be relied upon for that purpose;
 (f)  the photographs and other images for the Property or the Development are for illustrative purposes only and must not be relied upon by the Purchaser including without limitation, all colours, finishes, depictions of landscaping and laneways and other representations or images;
 (g) the furniture depicted in the Material will not be provided by the Vendor;
 (h)  the Vendor has no control over developments by parties unrelated to the Vendor of property surrounding or nearby the Development and the development of property surrounding or nearby the Development may affect the actual views that will be available from the Development when it is completed;
 (i) no warranty is given as to the accuracy, currency or completeness of the Material or information within;
 (j)  the Material and this document must not be relied upon in any way and the Vendor, its related companies, consultants and agents do not accept responsibility for the Material or this document or for any consequence of reliance upon it;
 (k)  the Purchaser must carry out its own investigations and satisfy itself regarding all aspects of the Development. It should seek independent legal and financial advice in relation to all Material and the information in this document;
 (l)  the Material and the information in this document does not constitute an offer or inducement to enter into legal binding contract or form part of the terms and conditions of sale of any product by the Vendor; and




